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Ingredients (for 12 pieces) 
 

2 cups     flour 

4 g (1 tsp)    baking powder 

4 g (half an envelope)  instant dry yeast 

½ cup     unsalted butter; cut into small cubes 

2 tbsp     sugar 

½ tsp     salt 

2      eggs 

¼ cup     milk 
 

Place flour in a mixing bowl, and add yeast and baking powder; whisk thoroughly with a fork or an 

egg beater.   Add cubed butter and mix with a spatula (or very clean hands), breaking the butter and 

rubbing into the flour.  Once the mix has a sandy texture, and there are no big clumps of butter left, 

add sugar and salt, mixing them in.  In a separate bowl, beat one egg and the milk together, then 

slowly pour into the flour mix, while incorporating lightly with the spatula (photo below, left).  As 

soon as all the liquid has been absorbed, dump mix onto a lightly floured working surface; it will still 

be crumbly (photo below, centre).  Knead just until the dough looks uniform and may be formed 

into a ball; it should not be elastic at all, and break when pulled (photo below, right): 
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Mould into a smooth ball and flatten into a thick disc with hands, then roll into a rectangle, 

approximately 12 by 9 inches, with a rolling pin.  Score a few lines on the surface, marking the dough 

into thirds, across the long edge (photo below, left); fold the sections on either side towards the 

centre, to form a trifold rectangle, about 4x9 inches (second photo); Roll again into a 12x9-inch 

rectangle, and repeat the fold.  Roll into a square slightly bigger than 9 inches per side; using a 3-

inch-diameter round cookie cutter, or an upside-down cup, cut out 9 circles (third photo).  Gather 

the trimmings and form a 3x9-inch strip, rounding the edges to fit the cutter (photo below, right):  
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Cut two more circles, then gather the leftover in the middle and form into the last circle to a total of 

12 biscuits.  Place discs on a baking sheet, lined with parchment paper.  Use a 1-inch-diameter round 

cookie cutter, or a bottle cap, to mark the centre of each biscuit (photo below, left).  Beat the second 

egg in a small bowl, and brush on each biscuit (photo below, centre).  Allow to rest in a warm spot 

away from drafts, for 30 minutes.   The circles will not rise too much, but will look softer and 

smoother; brush with egg a second time (photo below, right): 

Pre-heat the oven to 375°F (190ºC).  Bake for 20 to 25 minutes, until golden brown (photo below, 

left).  The bisquets will rise mostly upwards, and the crumb will be flaky and crumbly at the same 

time, thanks to the balanced use of the two kinds of leavening agents (photo below, right): 

Bisquets may be sliced in half, to spread butter on each open half (photo below, left, served with 

coffee with milk), or to be filled with preserves (photo below, right):  

These bisquets are also delicious 

with savoury fillings, such as ham 

and cheese, and if cold, sliced and 

toasted bisquets are as tasty as if 

from a freshly baked batch.  


